Welcome! We are…

Main Library
Architecture Library
Southwest Collection/Special Collections
(shared catalog with Law Library)
TTU Libraries is a member of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL), a nonprofit organization of 124 research libraries at comprehensive, research institutions.

ARL is ‘the’ organization that is referenced regarding research library standards and issues.

TTU Libraries rank 55th overall amongst ARL Libraries.
Then....

Students studying in the Library located in the west wing of the Administration Building, 1927 TTU
Inside the Architecture Library (located in Architecture School)
TTU Libraries:

- Have more public computers – 200 - than any other building on campus – you can even ‘see’ what computers are available on each floor in Main Library

- The most wired spaces on campus for wireless access

- Main Library open 24/5 and 24/7 during finals – serving needs when other libraries and computer labs are closed

- Scanners & Printers
Only 3D Lab on campus
Crossroads Recording Studio

Professional grade studio
Big groups, little groups…

GroupWorks – Plug in and Share
MakerSpace

- Three 3D Poly Printers with Dual Extruding Capabilities
- 3D Doodlers
- CNC Mill to transform Wood, Plastic & Metal
Materials in Main Library, Southwest Collection & Architecture Libraries:

2,600,000 volumes – including e-books

2,000,000 volumes – government documents
- 400 + databases
- 102,000 e-journals
- 200,000+ e-books
- 1 million+ architecture and art digital images
- ThinkTECH Institutional Repository
Things we circulate:

- Books
- DVDs
- SLR Cameras, Video Cameras and GoPros
- Laptops
- Projectors
- Voice Recorders
- Audiobooks
- Bones, Muscles, etc – human anatomy models
Some Key Services (all on your new flash drive)

- Course Reserves
- General brochures and resources
- Document Delivery/Interlibrary Loan - all material types; sign in with your eRaider account at: http://library.ttu.edu/docdel/.
- Dataverse
Personal Librarians – Every Major Has One

- Always available for research consultations – you can also Text-a-Librarian, online chat, e-mail or phone.
- Teach LIBR 1100, various workshops and class lectures on request for using specific library resources.
- Can assist with research questions, help finding resources specific to your point of need
- Can offer research assistance for your student's research needs as well—send them our way!
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Recommended Databases

These are just a handful of the many business-related databases available through the Texas Tech University Libraries.

- ScienceDirect
A leading full-text science database covering over 2,500 journals and nearly 20,000 books. Simply start searching for keywords, much like in Google, or “Browse by subject” to Accounting journals (click on “Business, Management and Accounting”). Contains full text and bibliographic information for many topics in the fields of accounting and auditing. Author searches are done on the last name only. (Note: TTU Library does not subscribe to all the journals in the SD collection.)

- LexisNexis Academic
Full-text news, business, and legal publications. Access over 15,000 news, business, and legal sources. News coverage includes deep archives and instant coverage of stories in national and regional newspapers, wire services, broadcast transcripts, international news, and non-English language sources. Areas of interest specific to Accounting researchers: Accounting & Tax Law Links; SEC Filings

- Emerald Insight
Business research resource covering 35 thousand full-text articles from 1994 to the present. Either ‘Search’ for accounting-related keywords, or select ‘Accounting and Finance’ to browse (or search within) nearly thirty finance/accounting journals.

- SpringerLink
Central access point for journals, book series, books, reference works and the Online Archives Collection. Under “Subject Collection,” click on “Business and Economics,” then start searching within over 111,000 related items.

Business & Economics Databases

For a more complete list of business databases, visit:

- Business & Economics Databases
Complete list of Business & Economics databases at TTU (A-Z list).

Journals and Articles

The TTU Libraries hold a number of print journals, which can also be found through the Library Catalog. In addition to print, patrons can access several E-Journals online.

- E-Journals A-Z
Search for specific journals by title or category.

- Library Catalog

Personal Librarian

Jake Syma
Contact info
work: 806.834.2514
text: 806.543.1895
Office: Library, Mezzanine M100
Send Email

Links:
Profile & Guides

Subjects:
Business & Economics, Accounting, Economics, Finance, ISQS/AMIS, Management, Marketing
Donell's Guides
Welcome. I am the personal librarian for English. Here are the guides I manage:

- Citation Style Guide by Kimberly Vardeman
- English 1301/1302 by Donell Callender
- Graduate English Research by Donell Callender
- 19th Century Studies by Donell Callender
- Book History by Donell Callender
- Digital Humanities by Donell Callender
- Literatures, Social Justice, and Environment (LSJE) by Donell Callender
- Technical Communication & Rhetoric by Donell Callender

Full-Text databases of Cultural, Historical, and Literary Texts

- Chadwyck-Healey Literature Collections
  Developed by specialist editorial boards with an emphasis on comprehensiveness and inclusiveness for each collection.
  - African American Poetry
  - American Drama, 1714-1815
  - American Poetry
  - Canadian Poetry
  - Early American Fiction
  - Eighteenth-Century Fiction
  - English Drama & Poetry
  - Nineteenth-Century Fiction

- HathiTrust
  11.1 Million volumes from libraries around the world.

- Literature Online Fulltext - LION
  Cross-searchable database of literature and criticism with a third of a million full-text works of poetry, prose and drama in English, together with the definitive online criticism and reference library.

- Nineteenth Century Collections Online
  Multi-year global digitization and publishing program focusing on primary source collections of the long-nineteenth century
  - Asia and the West
  - British Politics and Society
  - British Theatre, Music, and Literature
  - European Literature (the Corvey Collection)
The Library subscribes to a number of Open Text Book Resources that can be used for your classes, free of charge to students.

All textbooks have been vetted and peer-reviewed by faculty in their respective fields and are already used at other institutions.

Talk with your Librarian to see if any of these materials can be used for your class; studies show that use of free, online textbooks makes students happy and retention goes up.

Just Remember: List on your SYLLABUS!
Southwest and Special Collections
Create exhibits / bring artifacts to the class (or you bring your class to the archives).

Engaged in numerous outreach activities.

Acquire and process the archives of the University.

Work with classes on using primary resources and researching unique collections, some of which include:

- 6,000 oral histories
- 500,000 photographic images
- 5,000 manuscript collections
Southwest and Special Collections

- Sound recordings of West Texas artists.
- University archives / newspapers.
- Vietnam archives.
- Remnant Trust.
- Historical and cultural artifacts of the region.
- Political papers.
- Sowell Collection / notable authors.
- Southwest Conference archives.
- College Baseball Hall of Fame archives.
Other Libraries

Preston Smith Library, Health Sciences Library – TTUHSC Campus. Can use resources on site

3601 4th St.

Law Library – Can use resources on site

3311 18th St.
Public Libraries — Any resident of the City of Lubbock, Lubbock County, or the West Texas Library System, may obtain a Lubbock Public Library Card.

https://lubb.ent.sirsi.net/client/en_US/default

Mahon (Main) Library 1306 9th St.
Godeke Branch Library 5034 Frankford Ave.
Groves Branch Library 5520 19th St.
Patterson Branch Library 1836 Parkway Drive

We are also members of the TexShare consortium:
https://www.tsl.texas.gov/texshare/index.html